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DIY vs. Pro:  
Paint Preferences
In two market research studies, BASF set out to take 
a closer look at the paint preferences of DIY-ers and 
professional contractors. The studies looked at what 
types of paint each prefers, where they purchase the 
paint, what paint attributes matter most, and where they 
received information about paints.

Here are some of the results from those studies. 
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Part 1: 
A Sense of 
Accomplishment 
Paint Consumer Focus Group Results (DIY)
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Panel overview
2nd-year 
through 
graduate 
degrees

12 females and 10 males
11 millennials
11 boomers

WHERE

WHO

EDUCATION

INCOME

> $60K
          year  
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Topics covered 
during discussion

Ideal 
paint

Paint 
attributes

Paint 
trends 

Paint buying 
experiencePositives & 

negatives of 
DIY painting

Store 
comparison

Preferred 
paint brands 

Wish list 
for paint

Buying paint 
online

Information 
sources
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Current trends noted 
by participants

HGTV, PINTEREST

DIY PROJECTS

PRIMERLESS PAINT

EGGSHELL SHEEN

TEXTURED WALLS

COLOR TRENDS: 

BLUES, GREYS

ACCENT WALLS
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Key attributes for 
differentiating paint

Color options: Putting 
the mind’s eye on the wall

Cost: Expect cheaper 
paint will not cover as well 
or last as long

Cleanability: Erase the 
accident, not the paint

Coverage: The less time, 
the better

Odor: None!

Factors cited as important 
in paint purchase decision

3 CITIES

2 CITIES

1 CITY

Cost, cleanability, color options, 
coverage, odor 

Ease of application, 
durability 

Availability, cleanup, dry time, 
quality, rebates, store displays, VOC 

content, color matching
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How about money?
	Paid between  

$20 - $30/gallon

	Some price sensitivity: 
appreciate rebates,  
but don’t expect much  
price differentiation

	Understood 
“premium”paints  
to cost $40+

	Consensus that 
cheaper paint = poorer 
quality but…

 …unable to  
identify benefits of 
“premium” paints

“We can’t really 
distinguish the 
difference between a 
$30 and a $50 gallon 
of paint. So is it worth 
that premium?”
- Boomer participant, 

Charlotte

“I don’t mind [the 
cost] because we use 
2 or 3 gallons for our 
living room, and it’s 
going to be on there 
for a little bit.”
- Millenial participant, 

Chicago
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Preferred 
brands
	Regional variation in brand 

selection

	Little difference between 
millennials  
and boomers

	Positive experience = 
brand loyalty

	Brand choice  Store!

Q: “What’s the reason you 
selected Valspar?”

A: “Lowe’s is four minutes 
away. I got it there.”

- Boomer participant, Charlotte

CHARLOTTE, NC CHICAGO, IL SAN DIEGO, CA

Younger 
Respondents
< 35yrs

Older 
Respondents 
> 45yrs
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Store preference

	Lower costs

	More 
locations

	Longer hours

	Better 
selection

	Sells sundries 
or non paint-
related items

	Little faith in 
the clerk

	Long wait 
times

“A big-box store might not have the higher-end products that they’d have at a professional paint 
store…professional painter[s] use Frazee or Dunn Edwards, and if it were that much better to buy at 
Home Depot or cheaper, they’d buy at Home Depot.”-Boomer participant, San Diego

	Very knowledgeable staff

	Higher quality paint (e.g., 
contractors shop there)

	Limited hours

	Higher cost
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What does 
sustainability mean?
Charlotte Chicago San Diego
Low VOC Odorless Water soluble

Green Inferior OK to dispose of paint down drain

Safe Non-toxic Can should be recyclable

Longevity VOCs Natural, no chemicals or fumes

Quality Not significant Fewer toxins

Durability Cost more

Recyclability Harder to find

Necessary Less selection

Disposal

Cleanability

Green 
doesn’t 
matter

Safe 
Disposal

Safety 
for kids

Durability 
matters

“Eco-friendly” 
≠ high quality
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Key takeaways
 Painting remains a dreaded 

experience

 Color and look are even more 
significant in a digital world

 Experience with the paint rules!

 Improving paint performance 
and selling can increase brand 
loyalty

 Consumers are open to creating 
change in different ways

Consumers are buying 
painted walls…
Consumers are buying 
pride and refreshment!
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Next steps
	Consumers’ wish list isn’t changing
 • Look

 • Durability and cleanability

 • One coat, coverage and hiding

 • Ease of application

 • Improve prep and clean-up

 • Change the packaging

	Commercial paint benchmarking

	Further research in  
to brand opinions

	Where do our customers  
want to go?

 • Understanding and supporting our    
   customers’ value propositions for DIY

 • “Expand the pie”: Can we meet all  
   of consumers’ needs in one can? 

How else can 
we make DIY-ers 
proud of their 
spaces?
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Part 2: 
Pros
ORC International conducted research on the 
attitude of paint contractors for BASF in 2009.
The research took a qualitative look at the market via a voice-
of-the-customer study of contractors registered with Painting 
and Decorating Contractors of America (PDCA). This project is a 
repeat of that prior study.

BASF wanted to build on the knowledge gathered from the 2009 
study and see how the market has shifted. 

The core goal of the research is to develop insight into the needs 
of a key end user – paint contractors — to understand both 
current priorities and shifts in attitudes over the last five years.
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High-level overview
The survey sample covers residential and commercial paint jobs, 
and dominated by small- to mid-companies (1-10 employees, 
$3million/yr.) and interior repaints.

Relative to 2009 results, customers and builders have increased 
their ownership of paint specification and painters have seen 
some erosion of their ability to use their preferred paint.

Painters continue to prefer manufacturer paint stores by very 
large margins, but report a greater acceptance of Big Box and 
Hardware Stores as a source for even commercial jobs.

Customer service remains important, but product quality and 
price rose in the rankings over 2009.
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Types of work
Some individuals specialize in one market segment (e.g. 100% residential 
or 100% commercial) but most respondents work across the spectrum of 
in-scope work.

Categories are complementary; 
someone who is 20% residential 
is 80% commercial. 

Residential and Commercial 
markets must account for >60% 
of participants’ work. Res vs. 
Com category is set to 100% of 
in-scope work

Types of Work

Res vs. Com Int vs. Ext New vs. ReP
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Predominant  
work-type
To focus discussion, interviewees were asked to identify and focus on 
a predominant work type. The 2014 study saw a slight shift way from 
residential exterior work and towards interior work.

Average split within  
each category (2014)

MARKET

Residential               49%
Commercial             51%

LOCATION

Interior                     62%
Exterior                    38%

JOB TYPE

Re-Paint                  69%
New Construction   31%

Predominate Work-type

S5. Which of the following broad categories would describe your company in terms of yearly revenue size?  Would you say the company's 
revenue is...?

2009 2014
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Paint sources (Stores)
Manufacturer outlets continue to be the dominant channel for these painters. 
However, the painters seem to be shifting their views on Big Box outlets, at least to 
the degree of acknowledging that Big Box could be an acceptable source of supply 
not just for residential jobs, but for commercial work too.

Note: “Regularly Use” not asked in 2009.

Paint Sources (Stores)
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Big Box Hardware Store Manuf. Paint Store Other
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Big Box Hardware Store Manuf. Paint Store Other

Note: “Regularly Use” not asked in 2009.
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Reasons for outlet 
preferences
An interesting shift in responses is the large drop in the contribution of 
“knowledgeable staff” for selecting an outlet. Painters may be more 
focused on the product (e.g., prices and quality) than the sales process.

Selected Comments

• They deliver at the end of every 
bussiness day

• They have records of the products 
we use

• Able to get product when ordered 
and no shipping fees (if not on hand)

• Can get large orders quickly

• Brand recognition by home owners; 
we want to use what is in demand

• Problems (are) taken care of fast

Reasons for Outlet Preferences

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Customer Service

Lower prices/good prices

Quality of product

Knowledgeable staff

Convenient location

Brands they carry

Personal relationships

Delivery services

Inventory

Technical Support

Business Referrals

Reasons for Preferring Store

2009 2014
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Suppliers are also 
supplying information
The importance of the relationship is further demonstrated by painters leaning on 
manufacturers to keep the painters informed of product and industry changes.

Others Include

• Mast Painters Index (thought to 
mean MPI, Master Painters Institute)

• Product data sheets

(1) Interviewees are PDCA members

Suppliers are Also Supplying Information

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Manufacturers

PDCA(1)

On-line

Stores

Trade Shows

Manuf Rep

(Trade) magazines

Peers/other contractors

Other mentions

Sources of Information
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Strength of loyalty  
to preferred paint
These painters are strongly loyal (86% Top 2 Box) to their preferred paints, which is 
essentially unchanged from 2009 (not shown). However, there is some decrease in 
the length of time people report using their preferred paint, suggesting there has been 
some shifting in the market over the years.

Strength of Loyalty to Preferred Paint
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Preference drivers  
and influencers
Interviewees were asked about drivers of preference several different ways. 
Coverage, quality, and durability are again high on the list, but this time ease of use 
reappeared in the top three.

Preference Drivers and Influencers
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Color options
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Attribute: Color
Interviewees were asked about the importance of several specific attributes in the 
selection of preferred paint. Color was a very solid ‘5’ in 2009 for residential work. 
While still important, there seems to be lower emphasis on ‘color.’

Attribute: Color

Residential Commercial
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Attribute: Performance
The survey combined several individual attributes into the descriptor of 
‘performance,’ which rated very strongly with interviewees. Presumably the high 
rating of durability is a contributor here.

Attribute: Performance 

Residential Commercial
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Attribute: Application
Similarly, multiple attributes were combined into the descriptor application, which 
painters rated very high: ease-of-use and touch-up

Attribute: Application 
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For more 
information on 
study results, 
please contact 
your BASF 
representative. 


